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Descubren restos de la principal cancha          
de Juego de Pelota de Tenochtitlan

MÉXICO D.F. -

-

Tenochtitlan (Figura 1).

Durante las excavaciones efectuadas en 2014, se descubrier-

-

, 

al Juego de Pelota, se localizaron remetidas dos escalinatas 

-

-

madamente 1.95 m de altura.

-

con otras localizadas en estructuras del Recinto Sagrado de 

Tenochtitlan (Foto. PAU-INAH).

Cover

-

-
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Cover–Contribution

Introduction 

et al.

16m (NS) and 5m in height. Its main axis is oriented to the 

North, with a small westward deviation (2,18 deg.). 

Slovak Archaeological and Historical Institute and Comenius 

function. The excavations were originally motivated by the 

the surface on the northern side of the structure (Figs. 2-4). 

the main Structure H-XVI, a Substructure H-XVI Sub, which 

-

discovered Substructure H-XVI Sub. During this work a ritu-

substructure (Fig. 5). Its contents are vibrant testimonies to 

Structure H-XVI and the Archaeological                 
Context of the Niche 

On the northern side of Structure H-XVI, our attention has 

been drawn by a sizable niche, the borders of which were 

-

fact that the construction of Structure H-XVI itself is clearly 

 

-

-

H-XVI, or on its second terrace. 
the niche was flanked on both sides by stairs - this, however, 

 (al-

though so far no clear evidence of it has been found), standing 

H-XVI seems to have been in use until around AD 150, an 

-

we found out later - in the case of the substructure. Such a 

On the other hand, it is clear that the niche originally looked 

onset, the side facings, built from large stones, did not sit 

3m x 2m x 1.5m, which might have been covered (and even 

raised) by a wooden construction or roof attached to the stone 

The Legacy of an Early Maya King:                                                                              
Text, Imagery and Ritual Contexts of a Late Preclassic                              

Cache from Structure H-XVI Sub, Uaxactun
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individual layers and related ceramics, it was in continuous 

use for 50 to 130 years. 

480-495) (Fig. 4b,c). The function and the meaning of these 

as offerings. During our excavations these discs were also 

Although the discs were in all cases associated with Preclassic 

-

31), we have no evidence of similar games or rituals for the 

forthcoming that may assist in elucidating their context, we 

486). Therefore, it seems that whereas ritual offerings were 

offerings were found there. Thus, if it was an altar, it must 

a

b
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niche numerous traces of fire and ash were identified, which 

485). Also found in the niche were numerous manos (grind-

offerings were two small ceramic vessels from the Tzakol 1 

offering inside these vessels, it must have been organic in 

-

cious niche with stone walls filled with offerings leaves us 

function and dating of this structure, additional excavations 

although no cultural feature was discovered, the matrix below 

Substructure H-XVI Sub and the Archaeological     

Context of the Cache Offering 

-

-

Figure 3. 3D Model of Structure H-XVI (Massimo Stefani, 2015).
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-

North found to have a substructure, therefore another goal 

that the form of the Substructure H-XVI Sub is rectangular 

reconstructed). It was also confirmed that the form of the 

substructure, with its inset corners and the orientation to the 

entire ceramic material recovered from the layers between the 

structure and its substructure belongs to the Late Preclassic 

To further clarify the construction date of the substructure 

from the surface to its centre (Fig. 5a). During this work, 

an accumulation of very large stones was discovered in the 

Moreover, between the two large stones on the eastern side 

the burnt stone), and on entering the accumulation it was 

discovered that the stones form a well-built round artificial 

cave, not unlike the one constructed in the northern façade of 

formed by very large boulders of hard material. 

After removing the fill of stones and soil from the feature, 

-

consisted of sascab

likely hematite, based on its colour). Underneath the red 

-

of sascab

covering an offering, a cache consisting of two large ceramic 

-

Milan Ková , 2010).

a

b

c
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cache was surrounded and covered by a layer of similar cin-

layer above the cache. Curiously, however, in this layer, the 

soil surrounding the cache was of a redder hue on its eastern 

side than on its western side, where the soil had more natural 

white-yellowish colour of sascab

to the other cardinal directions. On the other hand, given that, 

for the Maya, the east is associated with the colour red, it is 

to the cardinal directions, or at the very least a cruciform 

arrangement. 

-

being cinnabar, in contrast to the dark red-brown hue of the 

-

tun in general, we so far know of 54 caches from both, the 

-

The new Late Preclassic cache found in the centre of H-XVI 

Substructure H-XVI Sub and the                          
Ritual Context of the Cache Offering 

-

tures, it is evident that the cave-like structure located in the 

centre of H-XVI Sub is chronologically the earliest construc-

-

In 1959 William Coe made a distinction between dedi-

-

structures could actually have been built to commemorate 

-

resent cosmological levels and are directionally oriented. For 

-

directions.

visible on the stone block, which virtually closes the circular 

form of the cave-like structure. Dedicatory and termination 

-

ancient Mesoamerican and Mayan religion (i.e. Stuart 1998, 

(och k’ahk’ ta yotoot k’ahk’el 

naah och k’ahk’ tu muhkil / 

tu muhknal

och k’ahk’ tu waybil), and seem to refer to the 

what was most likely the entrance to the cave-like structure 

-

-

nities, such as the Tzotzil Maya of Zinacantan or Lacandon 

In addition, in the immediate vicinity and in the walls 

of the cave-like structure ceramic sherds were found, which 

could be refitted, as they belonged to the same vessels (8 

-

Classic Maya contexts as mahkaj uwahy

closing of the cave-like structure. 

The latter feature is closed on the northern side (forming 

a full circle), but excavations have shown that there are large 

worked, so they may have been taken from the destroyed 

northern façade of the substructure was destroyed when the 

construction of the niche in the northern façade of Structure 
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Description of the objects from                            
the cache

-

tion in the Maya area has recently been described insightfully 

by Karl Taube (Taube 2009).

Celt/axe

-

are attested from several caches from the Olmec as well as 

A small green stone bead, measuring 8 mm in width, and 6 

in situ after 

Figure 6. The Cache offering in situ

in situ 

a b

ba
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-

, Fitzsimmons 2009). 

Zoomorphic Figurine

the body of a canid, but with unusual (or non-naturalistic, 

-

ciously flattened and bears fine incised lines rendered in a 

head is incised with facial details, such as the mouth, nose 

figurine shows several fine incised lines all over its body, 

resembling fur. From the general characteristics and body 

-

could  also be associated with unnatural characteristics and 

showing a mixture of a dog (or feline) with another animal. In 

and animal transformation figurines are also well known in 

Olmec and Maya traditions. One should, therefore, consider 

-

known from Classic Maya art as wahy

-

Wahy figures can be 

of certain animals, but also natural elements/forces (such as 

-

siitz chamiy 

winik

(u chamiiy tahn bih

wahy 

dynasties, their courtly residences as well as to mythological 

wahy could 

even rulers to cause harm. Until nowadays wahy creatures 

not only in Maya, but also in earlier Olmec and other mesoa-

a

b

c

d

e
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wahy com-

-

wahy 

of a ruler should be taken with caution, given that there are 

Sceptre/Perforator

dark stone as the animal figurine and celt . It measures 26 cm 

in height and 2.3 cm in maximum width at its handle. The 

and eyebrows, mouth, markings on the face, as well as the 

back of the human figure shows further details such as a rec-

Late Classic centre Muklebal Tzul) (Prufer et al. 2003). The 

figure (Prufer et al. 2003). It doesn’t show any character-

-

however, can be associated with ancestor divination, divine 

et al. -

 

umuk’uuht 

-

-

communicate with the ancestors, in the veneration of deities 

seasons, sufficient rainfall, soil fertility, etc.). Perforators are 

of the individual, the latter 

rendered as fine incised line 

ending in three dots. The 

human figure contains 20 

of which can be identified 

securely as Preclassic Maya 

two additional symbols on 

-

-

cised inside the cavity at the 

back of the head. There are 

-

ment both on the front and 

on the back side of the ob-

resembles common Classic 

-

1913). However, the anthro-

H-XVI Sub cache is missing 

-

found in a cave in southern 

Belize (associated with the 
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of the rulers’ elaborate ritual costumes and they are also found 

which may suggest that they have not been actually used in 

bloodletting, but rather had a symbolic function (Benson and 

de la Fuente 1996, Coe 1996). 

function may have been more symbolic than functional, but 

San Bartolo‘s West Wall (Taube et al. 2010) or Uaxactun’s 

Fig. 54) certainly look different and do not show any figu-

divine authority legitimized through his ritual bloodletting.

The Cultural and Temporal context 

The cache was dated on the basis of associated 14C dates on 

-

urine and the small bead. The charcoal remains indicate a 

to the offering. The charcoal remains were found in sealed, 

-

Florida for AMS radiocarbon dating. The results indicate the 

-

2. Correction based on the combined measurements of the 

take this correction as the basis and calculate its mean (which 

its unimodal distribution and relatively flat course reasonably 

Unfortunately, in the area around Uaxactun there is little 

Late-Preclassic murals (Saturno 2009).

-

around 150 - 100 BC (Saturno, Stuart and Beltrán 2006) is 

figurines of San Bartolo. It seems, therefore, that some time 

-

Maya figurines known so far either. The date falling to a few 

-

ous seasons, we have already noticed that unlike those of 

-

ent Maya symbolic ideas, although not yet as fixed as one or 

new style began – however neither of the elements which are 

-

sition at Late Preclassic Uaxactun.

-

could be related to some of the mentioned stylistic changes 

a newly established dynasty. 

Imagery of the Sceptre

a fruit or stone bead for which the readings HUT? hut 

ICH?, and LEM? 

(Stuart 2010) have been suggested for the Classic Maya 

WIN -
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sign li

-

l]em

u lem chahak (vlem chahac

-

Also noteworthy are the general similarities and ritual con-

in cache offerings of Maya nobles (Rich et al. 2010). It is 

-

The headdress of the figure looks like a mixture between a 

-

dem with incised rectangular elements seemingly resembling 

and Maya art in combination with, or substituted by, earflares 

-

pA1

pA2

pA3

pA4

pA5

pA6

pA7

pA8

pA9

pA10

pA11
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-

firmed by the incision within the cavity at the back of the 

headdress (Fig. 11), wherein a common symbol has been in-

-

the celestial-eye-sign in early Maya art (as is also the case for 

will be discussed further below by means of a more detailed 

-

scarification incised from the eyes through the cheeks.

associated with ritual bloodletting and hence with the cere-

mony known as yax ch’ab

rite de passage for the 

legitimization of their future reign by means of offering the 

Classic imagery on monuments and ceramics, the blood was 

-

vide a vivid view onto these bloodletting and burning rituals, 

wahy of K’awiil 

-

as ritual bloodletter is further confirmed by the incisions 

renderings of blood-symbolism at e.g. San Bartolo, see Fig. 

as AN or ANUL

blood-sacrifice imagery (note that blood sacrifice scenes 

the back of the figure’s head(dress). The actual dedicatory 

text incised on two sides of the handle thus consists of a total 

-

ly often, three times rendered in its common form and two 

times in combinations with other signs, in the here discussed 

face, a hooknose, waved lines resembling hair-like features 

attached to his ear, a seemingly vegetal element at his front, 

and the element with curved lines covering his mouth section 

-

et al.

that it is commonly written at the beginning of sentences or 

-

dedicatory texts, it has been suggested that it may function 

as some sort of verbal or stative construction which initiates 

-

-

-

-

-

very least because it can seemingly be combined or merged 

a terminating verbal affix –yi. Alternatively, however, one 

can be roughly divided into three sections, each beginning 

or initiated by the common variant of the bearded old man 

Besides the three attested common variants of the bearded 
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-

-

ka²-wa for kakaw) 

-

of signs conflated with the common variant of the bearded 

-
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two dots and are all written in their common form, and when 

-

K’AK’ BUTZ’, TOK, and when 

tz’i and su, 

YAX yax

suggest the reading yax

-

YAX.

-

gins with a YAX

for CH’AB -

-

the vocal u

as well as in Classic Maya art leads to suggest that this sign 

-

-

(Cox 1991), mostly forming the headdress of the deity known 

might designate a generic term for such a bloodletting tool, 

YAX-

strongly resembles the yax ch’ab

u

different semantic setting). The yax ch’ab ritual is mentioned 

on several Late Classic ceramics that are designated with 

the generic term y-uk’ib tu yax ch’ab

-

-

u ch’abjaw? ix ayin k’uk’ tu 

k’uhil akanyaxjal

the vessel was not meant to be dedicated to the owner, Lady 

Crocodile-Quetzal (a high ranking noble woman from Tikal, 

-

that were used for auto-sacrifice and bloodletting rituals (e.g. 

-

 

-

-

fers to the offering vessel as YAX CH’AB? BOWL and may 

Again initiated by a common variant of the bearded old man 

na, 

K’IK’ -
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that the young man shows some similarities with the facial 

-

-

for K’IK’

-

-

–la

la

in the syllabic sign la -

ment in order to indicate the ending consonant of the term 

as...-l

-

the text. In fact, it bears strong similarities with the so called 

AN or ANUL thanks 

a-nu

u-ba-

hi-li-AN u b’aahila’n 

(Nehammer Knub, Thun and Helmke 2009). The latter would 

the reverse side of the handle. 

The section on the rear side of the handle starts with the 

YAX sign, this time lacking one incised line in the interior 

-

-

smaller birds, such as legs and tail feathers in their beaks. An 

-

la and may designate the name of 

for YAX

–l

-

San Bartolo (Saturno et al.

Classic Maya sign for mo

however, as has already been argued reasonably (Saturno et 

al.

mo

-

conflation of mo or other sign with yet another element. In 

-

-

labic sign ch’a also shows a dotted line with a single circle in 

the center, as does the sign ta NIK, 

or MUY/MUYAL

2008), next to others. Nonetheless, in combination with the 

writing. The most significant difference to the mentioned 

the Postclassic codices - resembles burnt rubber offerings 

k’ik’ or ch’ich’ 

and occasionally a gaming ball (wol

-

ignates some sort of burnt incense, chicle/rubber, a cloud-like 
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different meaning.

Nonetheless, due to the still elusive semantics of the entire 

it stands in an entirely different context.  

-

-

K’AL

-

k’al

-

-

 to be clarified in order to 

-

variant as distinct sign, but rather consider it as a variant of 

-

CH’AB

-

-

-

bly resembling flint stone or in combination designating the 

-

CH’AB ch’a-ba

CH’AB. Having clarified 

its semantic function remains, given that the term ch’ab -

u-CH’AB? HUT?/li?/LEM?/

WIN? initiates the dedicatory text on e.g. two Late Preclas-

however, the CH’AB

u b’aah ch’ab; u b’aah u ch’ab u 

mijin ....), as well as in accession-rituals (u ch’ab u u 

ch’ab ta joy ajaw) and deity veneration ceremonies (u ch’ab 

tu k’uhil, followed by the names of the venerated deities as 

-

to and decorated with this sign. Note that the same sign also 

CH’AB holds 

true, and it has been shown that at least in some cases the 

-

CH’AB and its log-

itself as ch’ab CH’AB could still 

hold true, but with a wider semantic meaning in the sense of 

-
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et al. 2010).

k’al ch’ab 

ta

yi-ta-ji? yitaj). We therefore assume that it serves 

ta

looks strikingly similar to the sign incised in the cavity at 

-

frames (see Fig. 11). Notably, in textual sources, the sign is 

mostly associated or combined with early AJAW variants, 

AJAW -

worthy, however, that common variants of the AJAW sign 

why the lack of the AJAW

-

of K’UH

-

-

at Uaxactun (e.g. Structure H-X Sub), which likewise bear 

North and West wall at San Bartolo (where it likewise was 

see Taube et al.

-

bol needs to be considered in combination with the two ser-

-

lead to suggest, it is strongly associated with celestial or 

-

k’uh 

2008), and in combination with two flanking snake heads, the 

collocation substitutes for celestial sky-frames resembling the 
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semantically strongly related to the common AJAW

designating AJAW, K’UH or in a wider sense of its meaning 

-

k’al ch’ab? ta .... 

u ch’ab ti joy ajaw, u ch’ab ta ajawle, etc. A reasonable 

incised in the cavity at the back of the headdress would con-

To conclude, the grammar and semantics of the new in-

YAX, the syllabic sign ta, the verb K’AL as 

CH’AB

new insights into the evolution of Late Preclassic writing. In 

H-XVI Sub. We further suggest that it mentions the owner 

-

ing an offering (k’al ch’ab ta ...), and when considering the 

Preclassic ruler. 

Conclusions

Structure H-XVI and its Substructure H-XVI Sub are hiding 

The chronologically earlier substructure was built around 10 

-

-

-

(such as the later ajaw or k’uhul ajaw coronation rituals), 

commisioner of the cache was very likely a founder of a new 

Maya kings, when acceding to the throne, ritualy identified 

K’IK’

translation can be offered. The blood symbolism might be 

same time the cavity at the rear side of the head may have 

-

signs of such a custom. Instead, there might be a connection 

are on a more certain footing regarding Preclassic texts and 

to facilitate the use of terms and discussions about the early 

-

including 200 m2  

-

-

H North, most likely also erected Stela 28 – with one of the 

et al.

South – we have a good understanding of how they relate to 

early history of the site.

the near future on the basis of additional collected carbon 

decades, so either directly after the death of the king, or after 

one of its katun anniversaries) another, larger structure was 

-

-
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have been one of the key elements of the social organization 

the beliefs associated with the veneration of ancestors (Carl-

religion for over 3,000 years (Prufer et al.

-

cestors lived.

This new dynastic shrine did not function for a long 

8.6.0.0.0. or AD 159 (Walker, Reese-Taylor and Mathews 

existential turmoil. Their main intention was to renew the 

dynastic cult, centre of which becomes Structure H-XVI. A 

and reaffirm the legitimacy of new rulers. It is noteworthy 

-

Uaxactun. After the males in the line were either slaughtered 

was surely not long. Members of the restored dynasty were 

because there were no more rulers in Uaxactun genealogically 

connected with the illustrious founder of the dynasty from 

as well as its historical context might be flawed or inaccurate. 

future discussions.
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